
Discovery: 
Synthesis

Co-design program session 4



Take 2 minutes to consider:

● What did you notice during your discovery work over the 
last week 

● Why is this a challenge or an opportunity for you right 
now?

● What is the intention you hold for today’s session?
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Check-in



Team guide to share:

● What did you do between session?
● Where did you get stuck?
● How did you overcome this? 
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Progress Update



Program Overview

By utilising deep reflection and 
practical application we can work to 
immediately apply our skills into real 
world projects. 

Each 2.5 hour sessions, we will learn 
essential co-design skills and tools 
and between the weeks, we will apply 
our learnings to our real world  
projects. 
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Agenda

● Share our diverse findings

● Practice a tool for translating information into insights

● Converge our thinking through synthesis

● Problem Definition 2.0
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Discovery in 
Practice 
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Diverging our thinking to dive deep into the problem in context

Talking to real people, especially people with lived experience of our 
problem

Building empathy with our end-users to design better solutions
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Discover



In pairs briefly discuss:

● What do we mean by divergent thinking?
● What has been your experience of it this week?
● Why is talking to end-users so supportive of divergent thinking?
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Discuss 



Our main purpose in the second part of the discovery phase is to: 

● Examine the diverse information we have gathered about the human 
experience of our problem

● To translate that information into insights
● To reflect on our understanding of the problem to see if it has grown 

or changed through our interaction with others, especially end-users
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From information to insights



Converging

In co-design, convergence happens through quality time spent 
exploring our findings with others 

What’s important is to:

● Resist the urge to analyse and categories our data into neat 
categories based on commonalities and consistencies

● Invite complexity, nuance, confounding factors and outliers
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Take 20 minutes to share your findings in your groups:

Talk through what you did, who you spoke to, where you spoke to them and 
what they shared with you about the problem space. 

Make sure that everyone has a chance to speak in the time allocated
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Share



Tool: Affinity Clustering

Activity Instructions:

Step 1:
● Take 5 minutes to individually record your key findings on 

Post-Its
● Don’t be too descriptive
● Use single words or short phrases
● 1 finding per Post-It
● Use a felt tip not a biro
● The more the better!! 
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Break
5 mins
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Tool: Affinity Clustering

Activity Instructions:

Step 2:
● Team Guides divide your post-it notes amongst your team 

mates
● Team members to give your Team Guides one post-it at a time
● Say what is on the Post-It but don’t describe or explain it
● Only offer further clarification or description if other team 

members are unclear about the meaning
● Team Guides, place the first post-it up 
● Place the remaining post-its up one by one, asking ‘is this the 

same or different to what is up already?’
● Put like with like
● Start new groups as needed
● Keep outliers separately rather than forcing them to fit an 

existing group
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Tool: Affinity Clustering

Activity Instructions:

Step 3:
● When it feels right, draw a circle or clear boundary around 

each grouping
● Give each grouping a name
● Invite all team members to put their remaining post-its into 

each grouping
● Negotiate any that don’t fit
● Draw or indicate any connections if relevant
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Tool: Affinity Clustering

Activity Instructions:

Step 4:
● Stand back and reflect on your groupings and their contents
● Move any post-its around as needed
● Change any groupings if you need to
● Re-name any groupings if you need to
● Decide what the most important elements of each cluster are
● Rank what you think are the most important clusters if you 

feel you need to
● Discuss any outliers:

○ Do they fit into a cluster? 
○ Do they need to stay separate? 
○ Do they need further investigation?
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In your teams, debrief for 5 minutes on the interview you 
just completed: 

1. What has the experience of ‘converging’ been like? 
2. What was challenging about the activity? 
3. What was surprising? 
4. How do you see your problem? 
5. How has the process facilitated this insight? 
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Reflect



Source: IDEO 
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Tool: Defining our problem

Activity Instructions:

In your teams, spend some time sharing what you know about your 
problem

Use the template to guide a discussion 

When you feel ready, capture your problem as a statement of 25 
words or less. Try the formula what’s not working+for whom+impact

Sketch your problem 
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Share
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Homework

Between now and our next session, it’s time for you to apply your learning 
to your real world project: 

1. Test your problem statement with anyone who’ll listen!

2. Connect with your critical friend

3. Do an individual reflective exercise

4. Do a reflective exercise with your team
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Next session

Step into the First part of the Design Phase of 
co-design: Ideate 

● Define a compelling opportunity
● Diverge to generate ideas galore
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Check out

1. Check out in your teams
2. Share how your team is feeling
3. What is your team leaving the room with 
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